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ABSTRACT

1. What is the reason for the telemetry ground station using computer technology widely
and deeply?

2. How to solve the problem of measuring fast varing signal?

3. Bit rate of telemetry ground station.

Introduction

The review of chinese development in telemetry ground station video part is the
background of this paper.

Since China began on the developement of his telemetry technology from the fifties, we
have gained considerable achievements. We developed FM-FM(frequency division),
PAM-FM-FM, PAM-FM, PACM-FM, PCM-PSK-PM, PCM-FM(PM) systmes in turn.
Short wave, meter wave, decimeter wave, microwave have been used in turn for
transmission. The products have been used in industry, aeronautics, astronautics and
missile area. In the developement, there are three technical problems which will be
introduced as follows:

1.  What is the reason for the telemetry ground station using computer technology widely
and deeply?



Under the influence of new revolution in technology, we have been using computer
technology widely and deeply for quite a long time in chinese telemetry ground station.
Following steps have been passed during the development : manual data processing, fixed
status of equipment; processing by computer, fixed status of equipment; processing by
computer, computer control set-up status of equipment. On the basis of upper steps, now
we are taking further steps to increase the density of I.C. for miniaturization, to develope
multistream, data driving, parallel processing bus connected system. All the hardware and
software are modularization.

At the begining of our development, it is obvious that using computer processing was to
increase automaticity. But afterwards, it is to increase the flexibility and universality by
developing status changeable system, hardware and software modularized system, parallel
system for data acquisition, data processing, data display system with bus connection, and
by using data driving instead of traditional form of frame. The equipment is in the type of
building block. The procedure of our research work is one time design and to be developed
and perfected gradually. The system may have various configurations, and meet the
requirements from many users, also may meet the requirements of one user in different
time.

From the view of users in China, the ground station must have great flexibility and meet
the requirements from many users with good durability in order to minimize the investment
(cost of equipment, installation and maintainance). From the view of manufacturers, the
ground station must also have great flexibility in order to save money in research work, to
increase production quantity and to make more profit. On the other hand, there is no such a
strong requirment for transmission equipments because of one time use, special perpose
structure, quick renew and limited production quantities.

Becuase, to change the host cumputer in ground station will lead to whole ground station
change. Computer technology is a very active area in new revolution of technology.
Research period for computer is rather short. Types of computer change very fast. So we
have to find the way to deal with this situation. We are of the opinion that the concept or
“host computer” must be casted away gradually. Since we can remove the set-up,
processing duties from the host cumputer to the front end of ground station by using single
board computer for set-up, and by using parallel bit slice CPU for processing (Of course,
also we can set up at host computer). Thus we are using the general perpose computer just
as a working station for display, and using standard I/O, so that we can reduce the
influences caused by changing host computer.

Since the development of telemetry ground station advances toward flexibility and
universality, it must have very close relation to standardization. At present, we are
formulating various standards and carrying out these standards in our country. With an eye



to the international mutual cooperation, our standards will draw close to the international
standards provided that they tally with our national situation.

2.  How to solve the problem or measuring fast varing signal?

We were concerned very much about this important problem in the past. The first is how
to solve the measuring accuracy. The second is how to satisty the requirement for
measuring fast varing and slow varing parameters by the same station simultaneously.

(1)  With reference to measuring accuracy, besides processing method, it is important that
what kind of filter shall be selected after transducer. The matter is that the stop band
attenuation must fit the character or the parameter. If it is not proper, it may cause big
aliasing error in the ground station when retrieves the signal. We must pay much attention
to the object which is just starting to be tested. Under this circumstances, we have little
foreseen knowledge about the characters of parameters (but generally measuring fast
varing signals is very important for the object which is just starting to be tested). The
research engineers of telemetry must keep close relation with the users, therefore,
porblems may be solved from two sides.

(2)  The test range or measuring parameters is not fixed during one testing process. In a
long time, they are in the range of small scale, but in a short time, they are in the range of
large scale. If we set up the range or conditioning amplifier in the large scale, it may cause
great error for long time when the parameters are in the range of stall scale. After using
adaptive amplifier to change scale during one test, and using some bits in one word of
PCM system to express the scale, we got successful result.

(3)  Don’t use the method of precalibration, but use the method of real time calibration to
reduce error.

(4)  To reduce intermediate equipments as few as possible (such as recorders) is a valuable
method for reducing error, especially for the analogic system.

We had used PACM-FM system and had intended to use FM-FM (frequency division) to
measure fast varing signals. For PACM-FM system, if there are many fast varing
parameters, the width of the pulse is very narrow and may cause the top of pulse to be
changed seriously so that great error may happen. For FM-FM system, it can only satisfy
the requirement of simple test object, but generally there were more complicated objects
we had met. e.g. the following parameters for the objects need to be measured: one or
more channels of 10kc/s noise, ten or more channels of 2kc/s vibration, several channels of
parameters with one handred cycles per second and slow varing parameters with less than 



150kb/s. In this condition, neither equal band wide FM-FM system nor probility band wide
FM-FM system can satisfy all the requirements simultaneously.

At present, the density of IC and the bit rate of the telemetry system increase very fast.
The traditional system has been replaced by the programable telemetry system. So that we
select PCM system to solve the transmission volume of fast varing signals, and to solve the
requirements of various parameters simultaneously, and the result is proved satifactorily..
The successful result of accuracy were also gained because We had paid much attention to
the above error sources.

3.  Bit rate of telemetry ground station.

We solicited opinions from many users about the tendency of development for bit rate of
telemetry ground station. On this basis, we determine the bit rate of new ground station
which is developed by us. We have the following opinions:

(1)  Although the requirement for bit rate to one kind or object has elasticity, but there is a
maximum limit. Users may increase the requirement for bit rate according to the
development of telemetic technology, but there is a saturation point.

(2)  If we use PCM system to measure fast varing signals, the bit rate must be higher. For
example, the bit rate of data acquisition for 2 channels of 10kc/s noise or 10 channels of
2kc/s vibration must be 500kb/s, but the bit rate or data acquisition for 600 channels of
10c/s slow varing signals is only 150kb/s.

(3)  With the development in technology, there are new and complicate objects appearing
in the world. These new objects will cause the bit rate to be increased. After the saturation
point has been reached due to the increase of the requirement which is elastic, the bit rate
increases only owing to the appearance of new objects. Because new objects appear in the
world discontinuously, the increase of bit rate must be step by step.

(4)  According to our investigation:

A. In Aeronautics area:

Because there are people on the aeroplane and the aeroplane has motive power, the
bit rate must be great for the sake of safty. In general, the bit rate is less than
5mb/s.



B. Lunching satellites:

In general, the bit rate is less than 3Mb/s for one stage.

C. Missiles:

The bit rate in general is less than 2Mb/s.

D. In astronautics area:

For satellite, if we do not consider the data of remote sensing, in general, the bit
rate is less than 50kb/s.

E. In industial area:

In general, the bit rate is less than 100kb/s.

We believe that, in astronautics area, if there are people on the vehicle and vehicle has
motive power, the bit rate must be higher than that in aeronautics area.

(5)  For multistream telemetry system, there are two bit rates. One is the aggregating bit
rate of multistreams and the other is the maximum value of bit rate of one stream.

A. From the view of technical capability, the bit rate of bit sychronizer has limitation
and the aggregating bit rate of acquisition subsystem is less than the aggregating hit
rate of processing subsystem.

B. From the view of utility, the numbers of stream and the requirement of real time
processing are limited. The maximum bit rate of bit sychronizer must be increased.

(6)  The chinese development of telemetric technology is as follows:

A. We developed and used PAM system which was less than one hundred channels.

B. We developed and used PACM system which was less than 160kb/s.

C. We developed and used PCM system which was 400kb/s.

D. We develop and use PCM programable system which is 2Mb/s.



E. Now we are developing programable multistream, PCM system with data driving,
parallel processing system and is 2Mb/s per stream. We will develope the bit rate
of one stream step by step, and will allocate the processing subsystem according to
the requirement of acquisition subsystem.

(7)  The upper paragraphs are only related to the video parts of a telemetry ground station.
If we want to develope a modern ground station in overall situation, we must develope
modern radio frequency part which can satisfy the requirement of multistreams (e.g. one
tracking attenna for multitransmitters). Of course, it must be programable.

Conclusion:

These three problems are very important to the development of chinese telemetry
technology and are the foundation for future developing strategy.


